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summary

Summary
In comparison to the last 
campaign period there has 
been a significant increase in 
mentions of Kent across 
social channels, news, blogs, 
forums and the web. 

The SGE campaign period 
had 10,316 mentions in total. 
On social media mentions in
the SGE campaign were
comprised of 6,991 positive 
mentions (93%) and 508 
negative mentions (7%).

There has been an increase in 
the proportion of negative 
mentions. Currently positive 
mentions make up 64% of the 
total and 36% are negative 
mentions. These are any 
mentions of Kent, not 
specifically travel related. 



overview: mentions, reach and sentiment

Based on search metrics:
Visit Kent
#visitkent
#staycation
#holiday

Summary
Before Christmas negative and 
positive sentiment saw relative 
parity whereas positive 
sentiment has grown from 
Christmas Eve onwards.



overview: mentions, reach and sentiment

News

Facebook/Instagram

Twitter

Blogs

Forums

Summary
Negative sentiment is seen predominantly across news sites and forums whereas social 
channels are seeing more positive sentiment. Positive and negative sentiment is quite even 
across Twitter – this is may be due to people sharing news content on this channel.



profiles

Summary
News profiles are the most prominent with the top UK profiles 
including Sky News at the top of the list followed by The Guardian 
and Independent, then the BBC.  



sites

Summary
In comparison to the SGE campaign period, Twitter now has the 
most mentions with Instagram second. News sites are much more 
prominent now with the Daily Mail topping this list (below Twitter, 
Instagram and YouTube) with 1,179 mentions compared to 80 
mentions previously.



trending hashtags

Summary
#kent now tops the list with 15,793 mentions, up from
3,921 mentions during the SGE campaign. #visitkent
has dropped to 4th place with 1,369 mentions. 



positive sentiment

Summary
The most prominent positive 
sentiment originate from a variety 
of sources such as forums, news 
sites and Twitter. Positive Covid-19 
news is mentioned, also any topics 
relating some form of ‘normality’ 
such as services returning to 
normal, experiencing the 
outdoors, and staycations.



positive sentiment



negative sentiment Summary
The most prominent negative sentiment originates from 
news profiles relates to Brexit, particularly lorries in Kent, 
and Covid-19. 


